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 Lindsey: Election day mania grips TechTV.

Lindsey: Hi there, I'm Lindsey Arent,
filling in for Michaela Pereira. It's
election day in the great state of
California and there's a lot on the line.

Lindsey: But more importantly, today
decides the fate of not one but TWO
Microsoft-backed candidates for Governor
from our very our TechTV. Which one will
take the estimated .001% of the vote and,
more interestingly, which one will keep
their job here at the network?

 

Lindsey: We thought we'd ask some of our
own employees what they thought of this
election. Let's go to the file footage
...

 
Don "the Fa-Fa" McHuard: So you deny
doing anything to me cousin? Aye, I think
you're daft, evil one! I shall call St.
Patrick himself to call the snakes out of
your trousers, evil wench!
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Sarah: ::Growl:: ::Snort:: ::Spit::
::Curse::  

Don "the Fa-Fa" McHuard: I don't care who
yer related to! I'll bring the druids of
me ancient Isle to take care of ye arse!
Take that ye darkened creature!

 

Kevin: Oh, she's cursing and spitting.
I'm SO hot right now. Should I stop her
from killing him? Nah, oh man. Look at
her ... my nipples are hard!

 
Patrick: Patrick no like talk like Hulk!
Patrick want storyline resolution! No
storyline resolution? PATRICK SMASH!

 

Yoshi: What? You actually care what I
think? Oh my god, oh my god!  

Yoshi: The invisibility potion wore off!
You can see me again! Alright! I've been
following this election closely and I've
got a lot to say!
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Yoshi: Frankly, I think it will be a
clean sweep for one of the candidates
from this very network. Here, let me show
your my formulas with my dremmil tool
....

 Yoshi: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH! NOT AGAIN!

 

Lindsey: Simply frightening. We'll be
right back. The Super Election Special Continues!
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